Mahara Submission and Marking Process
1. Unit Tutor wishes

2. Faculty LT liaises

3. Faculty LT sets-up

4. For larger groups (30+), your

5. Faculty LT sets-up

6. Unit Tutor(s) brief

to set-up a
Mahara submission
for a group of
students….

with the academic re.
Name of Group,
student no’s, IDs,
date of submission
etc., which
tutors/admins to
include etc.

group for academic (if
smaller than 30
students) manually.

Faculty LT will create a request via
SNOW with an excel spread sheet
giving full details of the
submission (date/grp
members/markers/external
examiners), and the “LT Systems
Team” will create group(s).

Tiin submission box in
unit [blank template]
for marking with
guidance on
how/where to submit
with a link to Resources
available on Mahara

students about
submission/assessment
with support from
Faculty LT if required.
Ensure ALN process is
also followed/ students
briefed.

7. Student(s) submits

8. Email notifications

9. Tutor(s) mark

10. Tutor(s) SHOULD

11. Marks and

pages/collection for
assessment to
submission group
which is date and time
stamped.

are received by
admins/tutor members
of group, which show
students have
submitted. Admins to
check submissions are
received.

portfolios and provide
feedback within
Turnitin/GM, Feedback
should NOT be given
within Mahara
as feedback cannot be
released once all
portfolios are marked
in an automated way.

NOT release portfolios
back to students as
they need to remain
intact so students can’t
edit them during the
assessment process..

Feedback are provided
to students via
myBU/my Grades via
Grade Centre on
hand-back date via the
admin teams.

12. For

13. Faculty LT ensures

14. Student(s) submit

Resubmissions,
students need to
make a COPY of their
submitted portfolio
collection/pages and
re-label it
‘RESUBMISSION’

a “Resubmission”
Group is set-up for
the resubmission
students with the
resubmitting students
enrolled.

their resubmission
portfolio to the Mahara
Resubmission Group
with guidance provided
by the tutor/admin.
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(Repeat Steps 9/10/11)

